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Feature Story Is Of
Special Interest
To Charles Rains

Jim Osborn
Dies on Sunday

Patrol- Sprayed With ater,
Fights Back With Grenades

Charles Rains of the Rains Sign ,
Cimpany was in the office of the
• Ledger & Times Saturday and • Jim Osborn, age 75. died SunBy JOSEPH B. FLEMING
the easiest to cheek. Since Westcorpmented on the fine detailed . ding evening at 7 o'clock at the
'ern and Communist TV transmit1 ..11-11
Intrne.kt 00000 o I
stifry on the area known for Murray Hospital. Mr. Osborn was
ters are_located in, different areas,
many years as the "between the a resident Of Hazel route two.
BERLIN ;UPU — U.S. soldiers on the direction the receiver antennas
Shrvivors
rivers"
area
are
wife,
his
Mrs.
published
in
Wednes1
border • patrol today hurled tear are pointed shows what stations
F. Clark, a 92-year old
•
Post 45 will begin I day and Thursday's editions last , Ethel Clark Osborn; one daughter,
farmer became Kentucky's second
gat grenates at East German Com- are tuned in.
their n v program for the com- , week.
Mrs. Roy Adams, Highland Park,
Mc victim Saturday shortly at'munist police who doused • tbem
The Communists, by putting a
ing ye with an Auto Safety ConThe story which was of parti- Michigan; three sons, George.
Sirr 7:00 p.m., when he was struck
from across the Berlin border with wall across Berlin the morning of
test at their regular meeting next cular interest at this time due to Hughie and Guthery Osborn all of
a high-pressure water hose.
by an automobile.
Aug. 13, isolated most East GerThursday night. This is just one the possibility of the section be- Hazel route two; one sister, Mrs.
The accident occurred as Mr.
It v.'as the first time Western manIss,from Western newspapers
of the many varied program; tween the rivers becoming a na- Herbert Lax f Kevil; two broClark walked across Kentucky 121
soldiers on border duty in Berlin and makaa.ils. they will hafir for the next year. tional recreation area, was writ- thers. Andrew Osborn of Detroit
at Coldwater. He was killed inhad used tear gas grenades to
But they ave been unable in
Also coming up this month will ten by Dwain McIntosh. Depart-- and Muncie Osborn, Knoxville,
Itt I tilled l'relt• Inientatitsmal
stantly when he was struck by
retaliate against provocations by jam Western radio and television
American motorists, perhaps, be a co-ed picnic at Kentucky
Tennessee; 11 grandchildren and
all of Public Information.
an automobile driven by Vernon heeding a constant stream
stations without interfering , with
the Cominunist pollee.
Rains confirmed many points of four great-grandchildren.
of pleas . Dam with a boat ride on KenR. Barrow, 50, of Warren, Michi- to drive safely, closed
A three-man patrol, including their own stations.
Funeral services will be held tothe Labor. tucky Lake on a chartered cruis- the article, especially the history
gan. The Barrow family was visit- Day weekend with a
an officer and two enlisted men,
It is possible that the next step
traffic tout er. They will be joined in this of the iron ore industry, based day at 100 p. m. at the Mt. Pleaing relatives in Murray and was, below advance estimates,
tossed five or six gas grenades the Communists will take will be
Miss Rvbie Smith
final outing by the Senior Girl Scouts on facts he learned as a by from sant Methodist Church with Bro.
enroute to Mayfield when the ac- compilations showed
over the Communist - erected wall to make it a crime to listen to
of Murray On Sept '11 they will the older residents of the see- IIerhe rt Isax and Bro. ovis Kamp
today.
Adent occurred.
dividing the city after the Red Western stations.
conducting the rites. Burial will
The completed United Press' In- have a Prospect Party for the Dun
State Patrolman Stephenson said , ternatitggial count of traffic
police sprayed them from across
Evidence brought back by visiA grandfather of the local sign be in the church cemetery.
putaiose of interesting other High
dead
that Barrow reported to him he ! showed 404 persons lost
the border. West Berlin polic said. tors to the Leipzing Fair which
Active pallbearers are William
their lives School age boys in tha Explorer painter. Marshall Newton Roach.
was meeting another car and was, between 6 p.m.. Friday
The Communist police scurried for opened over the weekend indicatlived in the Ironton area and Adams. Eon', Housend, Ronnie
and 12:01 program.
blinded by the lights.
ed tha Communists were meeting
coyer.
named the post office there which HoUsden. Earl Nix Wilson, Orvin
a.m.. today.
Mr. Clark h ad been visiting: The National Safety
!ricers and leaders nut was erected before the Civil War. Hutson. and John Smotherman.
An American spokesman later resistance to their campaign.
Council had
last niesth at the home of Adconfirmed the police report.
friends at the Broach store located estimated 420 would
The Miller Funeral Horne of HaRains spent several months of
die during
visor Cleo Sykes and planned his youth visiting his grandfather, zel has charge of arrangements.
in Coldwater. As he left the store' the holiday
The incident took place at 1:30
period. In theory, 16
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Murray
their program. Other avtivitlea exploring the river area, and talkbout 7:00 o'clock, he started! lives were saved.
a.m. 18:30 p.m. EDT Monday) on
State
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returned
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of interest will include a Fession ing with the old timers. Ile was
oss the highway where he was
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on bor t1ng safety by the U.S. particularly • impressed with a road
ck
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Labor Day that the traffic toll
she
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a
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in
the
Coast Guard, Hunter S a f est S. built from Hematite Lake to flock
is injuries were of sufficient ended below the safety
and Heidelberger Strassen..
council's Course,
1 Workshop for Caddo Parrish PubDriverama which is an- Castle and surfaced with the
et' to cause instant death. Mr. estimate. Last year
A men,•
the estimate other
Che Schools. There .were 1100 teachphase of safe driving, -Ca- draught from 'the iron ore. He re-a ow said that he was driving was 460 and the toll wet
The frasnade -- Tossing incident
ers
415.
participating
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Workshop.
reer Parade at which the boys called the many colors of the iron
abo t 35 - miles per hour at the
Miss Smith was consultant to was disclosed as the American
The UPI fatality breakdown:
will learn the advantages and rock as green, yellow', blue and
time. He stopped and rendered
.the group interested in science in commandant of ,BerTin was warndisadvantages of the earners ca- black
what aid that he could and no
Tra ffic
404
'both the elementary and seciindary ing his Russian cvnterpatt that
reers in which they are interestThe account was semarkably precharges were filed.
. would be held reLschools. She delivered five back- the Bus -tans
ed
Drownings
cise in detail considering the fact
72
Mr. Clark was the husband of
i;round leepres concerning the sponsible for the actions (if the
that many of the older residents
the late Hattie Clark who died
Mr and Mrs. C. F. Carraway
public's criticism of science pro- Communists on the border.
Post 45 will also have a rifle 'who knew the history of
Boating
7
the area
July 1949. Survivors are one
Maj. Gen. Albert Watson II met Murray were among sit persons
'grams in the schools, the findteam which will compete nation- so well have passed
on, Rains
‘The Calloway Fiscal Court met ings of the geophysical year. basic for 45 -minutes with Soviet Col. hospitalized in Paducah Vizitlay aftdaughter. Mrs. Ethel Roger's,406.• Pease,
Lly with other Posts of the na- said.
fres mornhig in regplar session.
South - 12th Street, two suns, Aubprinciples underlying space travel islyan f7siliierav at American head- ernoon following an accident which
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a
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Miscellaneous
Much of t he discussion this experiments and methods of
SI
H. Clark and Coy E. -Clark
be in national competition and an
'im- quarters at the Russian's request. occurred riPar Sharpe involvins.P•
morning was on the county road proving science teaching.
ith of Akron. Ohio; two sisters,
Solovyov rejected a U.S. protest four vehicles.
Emergency Service Unit
Total
517
system
p
and how it can be imMr. and Mrs. Carraway were listMrs. Bertha Kesterson of MayIn addition ti the lectures, Miss of Aug. 26 against Communist infield and Mrs. Annie Wilkerson
Although Post 45 is a new Post
. Smith worked with grade level terference with American official ed as in serious condition when
Bills for over 510.000 were ap- interest groups and with the facul- traffic across the East-West Ber- removed to Lourdes Hospital in
of Browns Grove; three brothers.
only one year old. they are the
proved for road and bridge work ties of four elementary schools.
Guy Clark of Mayfield. Charlie
most active Post in the Four
lin border and registered a protest Paducah. Also Seriously injured
; FORT GEORGE G. MEADE. Md.,
was ('. E Rigel _ of Knoxville.
'which has already been done.
Clark, Paris. Tennessee, and Tom
I of his (iwn.
Rivers Council. They have not
Although
not
a
scientist,
Miss
Army 1st Lt. Larry D. Hlisford,
Tennessee.
A delegation from Coldwater Smith has been active for several
Clark of Conway. Arkansas: seven
The
missed being represented in any whose parents,
incident
was
an
indication
Mr. and Mrs Kirby
Also admitted to the hospital
was present this morning in rela- years
grandchildren; and five greatDistrict or Council Event for the S. Hosford, reside
. in efforts to improve science af a toughening attitude by the
in Murray, Kentian to a road from Coldwater to teaching in the school system. ArnalTEin military in the face of were Ridgel's wife. Mrs. Anna
grandchildren.
past year. This IS something no tucky, recently assumed
command
Backusburg. A road now used is especially at the elementary level. repeated Communist provocations. Ridgel and their two daughters.
other Pied has done They have of the 555th Ordnance
Mr Clark was a member of the
Company
State Police gave the following
called the Squire E. B. Adams She has been a member of the Monday. the Americans drew an
participated in several Service at Fort George G Meade, Md
Coldwater Baptist Church where
account of the accident, the CarraEvents, Among these was a Jununeral services were held Mon Hosford. 25, who entered the raad. Right of way has been ac- National Council of Elementary orange chalk line at Friedrich- way automohde started to pass 3
quired for the new road with the Science and is af present a mem- strasse—two yards within terriior Leaders Training Course for Army in January. 1960
Islay at 200 p.m. Rev. Beckham
served as
Junior Leaders of Boy Scout executive officer of the company exception of two parcels of land. ber of the Sub-Committee on Sci- tory claimed by the East Ger- Central Van Lines truck and met
Garland and Rev. A. R. Harris
the Ridgel automobile oncoming
Troops in the Chief Chennuby for six months before stepping
officiated at the service. Burial
in- The delegation requested that con- ence for the Curriculum Study mans—and stationed five heavily striking it with the left front fendDistrict They planned and con- to the top spot
di mnatton Suits be instituted to Committee of the State Depart- armed soldiers on it to show
was in the Bethel Cemetery.
er. A Boyd and Usher. gasoline
ment of Education.
Active pallbearers were Fred,' The annual drawdown •if main- ducted" the Spring Camporee for
; where the border was.
A 1954 graduate of Hazel, High , obtain this right of way.
truck was following the Ridgel
Ray and Hendon Broach. Madison Strearll reservoirs has Maned, TVA this District last Spring
The East Germans challenged
School. Hosford graduated from 1 The court passed a resolution
reuarobile and struck it in the
approving the request.
Whittier. Carl Hopkins and Stan- reported today. The drawdown
1 the action verbally but did not a
They have done several hours Murray State College. in 1959
Graveling of other roads in the
provides reservoir capacity during
trs• to move the soldiers.
ley Darnell.
with
a
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work at the Scout Reservation in
Fred Tally. Nashville. driver of
, county was discussed. The state
The Max H. Churchill Funeral the winter for control of floods
Crackdown On News
the Central Van Lines vehicle
preparation -for summer camp last linotype operator for the Murray
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Home>„)a d charge of arrange- and together with fluctuations
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in
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Ledger
Times
and
before enterpulled to the -right of the highserves the purposes of power gen- year At the prese,nt time they are in the Army,
to some areas and cut roads which
the Communists moved to stop way,
•
went into a ditch and climberation and control of mosquito (atoperating with other units in
,
should
graveled
be
the
before
flow
of
Western
winter
news
over
Ile presently resides at Fort
ed up an embankment. The truck
breeding. Timing of the recession the state in the erection of crosses Meade with his wife. Pat, and five- it was revealed.
The Pioneer Reading Club party the airways to the 17 million
niteld err.. Intrrouelinnal
h)
. '
l over turned crushing the CerraState police reported taday that varies from reservoir to reservo,r, for highway fatalities in the naIn other action the County will be held from 600 to 7.00 people id the Red
month-old daughter. Mary Elizaway vehicle beneath it.
Continued on Page Six
and indicated levels also may vary . tion during the Labor Day week beth.
Judge was authorized to deed o'clock in the City Park Friday
The Communist youth newspaAlso riding in the Central Van
in timing depending on rainfall end.
back some land held by the Mur-. evening, according, to Mrs. Russ per Young World told young Corn- Lines truck was Aubrey Miles.
and runoff conditions.
Terhune,
chairman
sell
the
of
I ray - Calloway County Airport
aumists to climb on the roofs of Driver of the gas truck was WilSeveral boys returned from a
Kentucky Lake has been lower- trip to Shiloh National
Board which has been found un- committee who conducted the private homes if necessary and liam flicks of Paducah. They were
Paik last
ed nearly three feet from its week where they hiked
;summer
program
reading
in
the
suitable for a road to the airport
turn television antennas away not apparently injured.
the trail
June elevation of 359 and will be and earned the
from Western transmitters a n d
, tram the Penny road. A large Public library
medal Those boys
drawn
additional
three
by
an
feet
Mrs Edmund Steytler. president .
Iditch will interfere with the road. ; ehildren on the teams— Musk- toward Communists transmitter,
attending were Dale Sykes, Kent
e' the Murray Girl Scout Council, Dec 1.
Banners proclaiming "an end s•
Kingins, Danny Glover, Bobby ,WEST LOS ANGELES 11111I — Mr. Norsworthy, from whom the
Powder Horn and Coonskin
Tributary
reservoirs
are
being
-,nd Mrs Ralph Kavanaugh, reHerndon, Bill Adams and Roland "It's the greatest thrill of my land Was obtained, traded other .Cap— as well as those who at- listeners of Western transmitters"
the
gradually
lowered
during
fall
life," said former Vice President j land to the north for the" land
rntly appointed vice president, will
Case.
:tended the Covered Wagon Story were put up throughout East BerRichard Nixon with a grin. "Even which cannot be used.
attend a called meeting for presi- and early winter to supplement
are included in the party. lin and East -Germany.
'Hour
Mrs. Pearl Phillips left Murray
power
for
generation
flow
For a lot of fun join the Ex- better than being elected."
i t
Kencwa, region four.
' stream
• Glende1 Heaves will paint the
The two million members of the Monday for Colorado Springs, ColSpecial
recognition for the Musstorage
provide
capacity plorers now. They are open to
Nixon had just scored a hole- , courthouse inellIding t h e large
Councils frt..ii Kentucky. Ohio and to
Communist
youth organization orado. to make her home with
ket team, winning team, and those
any boy between the ages of 14 in-one at the Bel-Air Country Club columns. An effort will be made
and West Virginia will he repre- • for the coming flood season.
members of the Reading Club who (*FDJ) were directed to go through her son. Lt. Col. Joseph G. Ph'Ilips.
Fort lasticloun Lake will he held and 18 who are full time students using a five-iron on the 155-yard
sinned at the meeting to be held
• to stop the leak in the new base- read 24 or more books is being every community starting t h is The Lt. Col. is better known to
September 7th in the hotel Neth- at about the present elevation 813 in high school whether or hot you third hole.
ment room in the office. of the planned.
morning and report all television his friends in Murray as Gordon
Ile was playing with actor Ranerlands-Hilton. Cincinhati, Ohio. feet above sea level until Nov. have ever been in Scouting. If
county tax assessor. Water seeps
antennas aimed at Western trans- Phillips.
Mrs. Steytler has been inform- 1 when it will be lowered gradual- interested. visit any meeting •in dolph Scott, former California Rep. In at the junction of the floor and
Mrs. Ernestine Bucy. English mitters.
Phillips retired ,from the Air
ed that absorption of lone coun- ly to elevation 807 by Dec. 31.
the first and third Thursday night Donald Jackson and a friend, wall, however it is not known teacher in the city high school,
The campaign, building up far Force this past March with 24
Watts Bar Lake will remain at of each month at the First Metho- C. G Rebozo of Miami, Fla.
cils. such as Murray has, by large
Pioneer
tells
will
stories
to
the
just where the water'comesfrom.
several days. was aimed immedi- years semice. During that time
..This
•
must have been my lucky
• • aiuncils will be one of the im- approximately el. 741 until Ocl. 1, dist Church.
!group. Mrs. Bucy will be dressed ately at television because this
is lie wit.; Matron-es din _Pari.mia and
,lay," Nixon said. al used one of
Atiortant topics to be considered. ; after which it will be gradually
in typical pioneer clothes. ('hilEurope. at Robins Base in Washmy old'Mr. Vice President' golf
drawn six feet by the end of the
!dren who have pioneer costumes
ington. and aledenia in San Anton-Murrayan
balls for luck."
year.
• may wear them.
The Chickamauga Lake has been
Jack Dover of the pro shop at
The former resident was an out, The American Legion Post No
dropped slightly from its July 1
the course said that since it was
standing athletic at Murray High.
117 will furnish and serve the reelevation and will be held at apNational Hole-in-one Day. Nixon,
lle is married to the former Vanfreshments
now a 1.os Angeles attorney, would
A song written by Ara A. Broach ; proximately the present level of
The Paris District of the WomDr. W. Marshall Craig. renownI Funeral services were held this ita Smith of St Louis and they
are
Parents
the
invited
bring
to
September
of
until
end
the
win
681
a
medal
from
the
sponsoring
of Murray route frier will he in
an's Society of Christian Service
ed evangelist of the Southern children and watch the ceremon- morning at 10 o'clock for Pedlar have two sons. Michael and Mark.
an album titled "Music of Amen- when it will be drawn five feet will hold an Officers and Leaders ' Professional Golfers Association,
The Phillips ask their friends
Baptist Convention from Dallas. les.
,spann. The rites were conducted
by Dec. 1, and an additional foot,
Training Clinic at the First MethTex., will speak at the Commence- 1
by Rev. Norman Culpepper at the here to visit them any time_ they
sea
above
level
feet
el.
by
675
or
The name of Broach's song is
odist Church in Fulton, Kentucky.
ment Exercises of Baptist MemorMax Churchill ('hapcl. Burial was ; might be in Colorado Springs.
.4 I Think
Go Slow on Love". Dec. 31.
on Wednesday, September 6th
ial Hospital School of Nursing at 1
in the city cemetery.
scheduled
Guntersville
is
Lake
he album is expected to be re8 p. m. Sept. 8. at Bellevue BapMn,Spann, a former countian,
The meeting will last from 910
leased in the near future by the to hold its present elevation until
tist Church of Memphis.
died suddenly of a heart attack
Stag-Crest Recording Company of October 1, after which if will be a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Mrs. Ca'rl ElFred Carter. president of the
while- visiting with a neighbor
gradually drawn an additional foot liott. Paris District President, will
lloll)w000d. California
• Itaard of Trustees of Baptist
near his home in May-wood, Illito el. _593 by Dec. 31. ,
preside The Leadership Trainin0
Bro.
Wilson will conduct
Lloyd
Memorial Hospital, will present
nois Saturday evening.
. Funeral services -were yesterday
Wheeler Lake is being held near Clinic will be led by
11 OA./ hoe loldisolllisol
Mrs. J. LH
diplomas to each of the 65 young the rites for Galen Cope WednesSurvivors include his wife Mrs. ,at the Linn Funeral Home in Bentel. 550. Beginning in mid-Septem- Leggett, District Secretary of
day
the
p.m
at
Max
1:00
at
H.
'ladies in the graduating class.
Lillie Paschall Spann: two daught- on for Miss Betty Roach. age 77.
ber, the reservoir will be fluct- Spiritual Life Chairman of Ful- • All Zones in
Kentucky -- PartBaptist Memorial Hospital is a Churchill Chapel. Burial will be ers. Mrs Ora McSwain, Bellwood,.of Dearborn, Michigan Burial was
uated in the lower part of a range ton, Kentucky.
ly clouds. continued hot and hu- fully accreditated School of 'Nurs- in the Stewart Cemetery.
Illinois and Mrs. J. V. Miles, in the Pinnesgar Cemetery in Trigg
Wiliam Morris Mason was one from el 550-552 until mid-Octomid today through 1% ednesday ing and provides more than 1500
Cope, age 41, died Wednesday Melrose Park. Illinois; one son, County
of ilso-seerliest physicians in Cal- ber. It will then be drawn to 650
•Officers from -all local church with widely
scattered thundershow- hours of instruction including two in Santa Maria, California He is Roy Spann also of Maywood; five . Miss Roach died at Dead:mon
'away County Ile moved into the by the year's end
- -- • sorties, as well as -Warts Des-s, ers in
the &Perrin& and evening semesters at Memphis State Uni- the son of Mr. and Mrs. Emanuel grandchildren;
aleommunity of Hazel in 1858. His
and three great Friday morning at 1 o'clock. Mrs.
Wilson Lake will fluctuate from trict officers, are expected to at- I hours today
and Wednesday. High verse). in the thtee year course. Cope •if Dexter and the husband -grandchildren.
Iwo brothers, Edgar Perry and 507.0 to 507.88 for the present tend this impertant training sesJ. W. Rains nf North Sixth Street
today and Wednesday near 90.
Member of the graduating cla.ss of Dot thy Butler Cope.
Mr. Spann was a member of is a , sister and Charles Rains of
Robert Macon Mason, were also but this is subject to change in sion The illusory will be open.
.
,
low tonight near 70
The fttax 'Churchill Funeral the Bajilist Church. The Max ; Murray is a nephew.
graduates of .medicine from Van- October depending on circumstan- Each member will bring a sack
Temperatures at 5 a. m.
hams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Home has charge of arrangements, Churchill
derbilt University in Nashville.
Funeral
Home
The Linn Funeral Home had
had
ces at the time.
lunch for the noon meal.
Paducah 71 Louisville 72
where friends may call.
J W. Williams.
charge of arrangements
charge of the arrangements.
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The New York Yankees All But Wrapped t p Pennant For Houk In His
First Year As Manager With Double V ictory Yesterday. As Tigers Lost

Cincinnati
81 55 .596
By FRED DOWN
. Ve reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters
more curfew law. lite game will in the first
to the Editor, Los Angeles
game and was on the and Al Smith also homersed dur- for the Cardinal
76 54 .585 2
t •iled rrr•o• 6.14,61•1•1•01111
C Pdolic Voice items erhuh, in our opinion, are not
s behind a I2-hit
be cutup:feted Weight before ,. a mound again when
for the best m- Milwaukee
the second mg the doubleheader.
72
60 .595 7
its all --over exeept for the regularly scheduled
erest of our readers.
attack that included a grand slam
game and will. game was halted at 11:59
San Francisco
p.m.
70 60 538 8 shouting in the American League deep
Paces Indians
homer by Bill White and four hits
.
the Tigers 61 games behind Baltimore time.
;ATIo.NAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WIntER
Willie Kirkland's homer, double by Curt Flood. Earl Francis sufalt
f 69 63 .523 10 but that National League race the Yankees
CO., 1509 .St. Louis
unless they pull it
lacesen Ave.. blempres. Tenn.: Time & Ltle Bldg.,
Pitches
Four
Pittsbur
-Hitter
New York. N.Y.;
gh
and single paced •Cleveland's 15- fered the loss for the Pirates.
63 66 .488 14; may end in a photo finish after out.
tet,denson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Ken Johnson pitched e four- hie, attack which
Chicage.
57 75 .432 22 all.
brought J
-Homer Orsaks Tie
hitter
to
win
his sixth game for Grant his 14th victory and handed
Philadelphia
aateied at the Post - Ofse, Murray, Kentucky, for
39 94 293 401
The New York Yknkees all but
Johnny Blanehard's eight-inning the Reds but
transmission as
the Pinnies divided Ike Deluck his eighth lose
NOW YOU KNOW
Monday's Results
Second Class.Matter
wrapped up a pennant for Ralph homer broke a 3-3 tie and
Johnny
power- the doubleheader when Art Ma- Temple also
Cincinnati • 5 Philadelphia 0. 1st 'Houk in his. tirst year
had three hits for the
as manager ed the Yankees to their first- hatfey won
UHSCRIPTION RATES:, By Carrier in Murray. per week
his 10th game in the Indians.
20e, per Philadelphia 5 Cincinnati 4, 2nd when they beat the
•
By United Press International
ion* 85e. In Calleway and .adjuireng counties, per year,
Washington game victory, which was credited Asightcap. Eddie
$3 50; else- Chicago 6 Milwaukee 2
Kasko drove in
Norm Siebern and Joe Nuxhalt
The World War 1 debt, includ:here,
Senators, 5-3 .and 3-2, Monday to to relief pitcher Hal
.
•
Reniff. Bob thrim runs with a homer-and sin- homered
_
_
Sts Louis 9 Pittsburgh 4
chiring an 11 -run fifth- ing principal and Interest, still
balloon their AL leed- te-six gimes. C4rv•tripled in the seventh
inning gle' fur -the Beds --in sthestmener inning rally
• --San --Bran.ell, night Thirteen viairlia in their 1alf...25 and scored
;E•i-ff:At
that enabled the A's owed In the United States amounts
9T-,
the winning run of'the while •Ruben Amaro drove
in
two
to overcome a 7-2 Angel lead and to approximately $19 billion.
Today's Games
games — a mere .520 pace — nightcap on a sacrifice
fly
by
runs
for
the
Phillies
in
the
Philedelphia at Mile aukee, night would give them 1115- wins,
second win the nightcap. The 11 runs
a fige Clete Boyer. Bud - Daley went the game. .
•
Pittsburgh at. Chicago
were the most scored by an AL
ure the secemdplace Detroit Tigers idtite in the nightcap for
his
10tn
-Chltitrinati at St. Louis, night
could top only by winning 20 of win.
The Chicago - White Sox and team in one inning this season.
San Fran. at Los Angeles, night their remaining 25 games for
Minnesota Twins split a pair of Jack Spring went seven innings
an
to win his first game fur Los An• Don Drtsdale pitched a -two- 9-5 decisions, the
Wednesday's Games
.800 pace.
CleveTend IndiPhiladelphia at Milwaukee, night
geles in the opener.
- hitter and Duke Snidef hit a 450- ans defeated the Boston
Red
Sex,
In the XL, however, the .Los foot homer for the Dodgers, who
Pittsburgh at Chicago
.7-2, and the Kansas City AthletJack Curtis .scattered nine hits
Cincinnati at St. Lows, night • Angeles Dodgers moved to within dealt Juan Marietta! his 10th loss. ics beat
The Los Angeles Angels, and Ernie Banks hit his 26th
two
games
first-place
of
San Fran. at La.15 Anaeles, night
Cincin- Tummy Davis rubbed salt in the 13-7, after a 4-3 defeat
* REPAIR
in other homer as the Cubs dealt Carlton
nati when trtey-downed the San Giants' wounds by stealing
both AL action. The Chicago Cubs top- Willey his
* TUNE-UP
10th defeat. Ron Santo
Francisco Giants, 4-0. and the second and home in the fourth
ped the 11.141waukee Braves, 6-2,
Pick-u
p & Delivery
and
Sam
Taylor
AMERICAN LEAGUE
had
three
hits
Reds split a doubleheader with inning as Drysdale won his
11th and the St. Louis Cardinals beat for the Cubs
Service
and Roy McMillan
the Philadelphia Phillies. The game. Snider's homer raised
T.asuw I.
his the Pittsburgh Pirates, 9-4, in and Hank Aaron
:;-111('i1
had three each
Reds won the 'first game. 5-0, but sareeCtutals to 380 homers and
•na.
New York
92 45 .672
other NL games.,..—.
for the Beavseries
6:_6)04t
!ilh
itur41.- •
thePitillies
bounced
Meek
1.21Weet
to
take
Detrott
errtfatt
86 51 62KS -6ed- in.
its
wan hi, 13•.-,
•
Baltimore
Harmon Killebrew's 39th homer
81 59 .579 121 the second game, 5-3.
Homers by Charlie Lau a n d and three
Chieags
75 65 .536 181
,hits by Jim Lemon
The Yankee drive to all but Jaeltie, Brandt were the big blows
Cleveland
paced the Twins to their victory
70 68 507 221
matematical certainty of the flag for the Oriole in the first genie
Boston
but the White Sox got shutout
68 74 .471 271
was facilitated when the Balti- -end errofs by Rocky Colavito, Bill
L. Angcie
relief pahing over the last five
61 77 .442 311
more
Orioles
defeated
the
Tigers.
Bruton
and
Dick Brown treated innings from, rookie Joe Horlen
Minnesota
59 77 .434 321 6-3, ana
4 DOS W. Mob Si. lerfar ToMplise• PLO-08/1
had a 4-1 eight-inning Baltimore to three unearned runs and
Washingtim
ve-feran Turk Lown to Win the
51 86 .372 41
lead when the second game was in the second game. Hoyt Wilhelm
"YOUR 1401111•0111INER LOAN OS."
Kansas City
second game. Al Pilarcik. Camilo
49 88 358 43 suspend
ed because of the Sallie pitched the last 53 of' aninning
Carreure Bob Allison. Earl Battey
Monday's Results
Cleveland 7 Boston - 2
New York 5 Washington 3, 1st.
New .York
Washington 2, 2nd
Los Angeles 4 Kan. City 3. 1st
Kansas City 13 Los Angeles 7, 2nd
Baltimore 6 Detroit 3," 1st, twi
Baltimore 4 Detroit 1, 2nd. night,
s 8 inn.. suspended. curfew
Minnesota 9 Chicago 5. 1st, day
Chicago 9 Minnesota 5. 2.rftt night
Today's Games
Cleveland at Boston, night '
Washington at New --York. night
ewe•
Detroit at Baltimore. night
- eeeellg.' anChicago at Minnesota. night
...A. •
Los Angeles at Kansas City. 2.
REUNION
s-Stwiding rielT the line separating West
.FAMILY
twi-night
•Leren Irwin E.Lst Bee.n. a mother and father in West Bei.Wednesday's Games
hOld aloft their children so the grandparents in East
Cleve.and at Boston
.Berlin can see them.. An unidentified woman stands on a
Washington at New. York
to view the prlaceeihr.gs. The family has been divided
Chleago at Minnesota. night
•
ilwace tee Communist clanindoten.
(Radiophoto)
Only games scheduled.
•

ROGERS
MT SERVICE

, MURRAY,- LOAN CO.'

How to get up to
30 extra miles per tankful

•

•

J -G PAENT SALE
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solkole
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'sent+ that are trliet 14
'
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J£T-STREAM WHITE HOUSE PAINT
Ft Finish, :5.95 value

Only 53.25 gallon
Only 14.150 gallon
! YOU CAN PAY TWICE AS MUCH—BUT
YOU
WON'T BUY BETTER PAINTS :

S. rm-Gloss, i6.95 value

i J-6 CHEMISTS FACTORY PAINT STOR
Industrial Road-

615

*

„ENDING-

Start

7:1S

TONITE

TICO UP tNIMAZ11.-ARrasilian
Navy guard is posted at the
ladder of the S.S. Del S-ad in
Rio de Janeiro as the city's
waterfront was closed down
by S dockworker walkout The
strike was • demonstration
of sympathy for leftist Vice
President Joao Coulart, who
was proclaimed President of
Brasil by his stionortere when
.be arrived in Poet. Alegre.
_

WE,ONESOAY and THURSDAY —
-, NAV

we'll banish
them for good
.s the persistent presence
Of 'silverfish
COMING

SUNDAY:: —
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getting
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WARNER OROS.

1. Don't race a cold eagles.When rut'
engine is colt, it uses up more fit&

You're also in danger of underlubricalion. You pay in greater engine wear.
Nore: Today's Super Shell has fast
warm-up ingredients so sale gasoline.

And Shell

our free esemate.

mores ferelystan u hen cold-saves fuel

We exterminate pests
of

your

house

or

apart

MLR'S PLST
IONTRO.
Phone PLaza 3-3914

to their

cars for precaai distance measurement during nolcage test). It helps
them record ix;furmance to a decimal point.

Here are some tips from Shell's experts on how to get-max
imum
mileage from your car. If you practice- these good driving habi
ts
—and if'you use-today's Super Shell,Avith 95ngredients for top
performance —you may well save a pretty penny on gasoline.bills.

down? Wier!! get them out

of all kinds at low cost
••,•ht to STAY out Get

tr.

aLi a Illth uJicel

SHELL scientists spend much cif their
working lives iiguriog out how to
'
get the most mileage out of a gallon of
gasoline. I lere arc some or the things
they've lea mcd.

ItimmtMal
ii-

'

Shell tc,t Jriseri

Premium Motor Oil

and reduces engine wear.
.2. Use a NM teeth on the SleetkratOr•
_Iromping don non die pedal is an vspensic e habit. Starting up, it holds your
automatic. tr,iniiiussu M in a lower"g. an'
&sneer -makes the engine turn faster,
wasting fuel. 1.I iuler way, um.% en pedal
prrissurc is costly, too. Feed just enough
ucl to makttain cscu specii;_

41019in't let fuel coete creep up at the
stop light. IIin car -creeps- obi n

idling with the automatic transmission
your idle speed adjusted.
II you drive a stick shift, remember that
pumptng the accelerator won't change
the light. It only uses up gasoline.
5. Don'ttadedge ie jack rabbit starts.
Rating starts are fioe on.. race tricksbut the driver-sof thine cars arc lucky to
get 61tritles per gallon.
iso-iu: Air resistance at high car speed
is the biggest single drain on priurer. It
i s rein's approximately as the cube of
1' 3elsicle speed. Even fox tails on
aerials may cost 3ou gasoline.
engaged, hate

.6. Cheek your tire pressure regularly.
Under inflated tires increase friction
a nd -tut mileage. .

NOTE: Tire pressures build up (1111tir'.4
a long rut. Ilen't let air out to bring the
pressure down-it makes the tires run
evert halter.(
-beck cool tires only.

3. Drive "ahead orytifir car." Watch
for sliming traffic and red lights as far
7. Check for dragging brakes. 11.1te
ahead as you tan sets "I hen mast trine -riff Mull Sirstlefsebeet ter iiSeird•
the stopron.g
171tO•ad of lu.sknog
tu•Nt t:r.v• roto'n• in for 3 lubrication I:

. hr

;•

t

I

.""

C. I lave automatic choke checka.
D. Clean or replace filters for air, fuck
oil as manufacturer recommends.
E. Tighten fuel line connections.
F. have automatic transmission Ot„

clutch checked regularly.

9. Get regular oil changes and

lubrica•
tioo-intluding-transmission and differ-

ential. Your Shell (realer knows what to
do. And he has the finest equipment
and lubricants. Youicar will last longer.
Your col Inc will go farther.

S. Get these

fuel-sav ing adjustments,
II spark timing is oil, tor esample, you
pay in wasted gasoline-and possibly in
engine damage'. A compression check
can reveal power-wasting valve and ring
conditions. Other essentials:
A. Keep your spark plc's at peak efficiency. Use Super Shell gasoline
with unique ICE" additive to gise
tliem extra life.
13. Adjust carburetor.

10. Show this Sidsertisement to
everyone who dris es your tar -especia
lly if
you pay their gasoline bilk.
We can't

uarantee 30 extra nules per tankfulbut the closer these suggestions are followed the better your mileage will be.
start off right, hll up with today's
Super Shell. Its nine ingredients inuaa
top per

Super Shell's 9 ingredients
for top performance
#1 is -rcr
-1% er and longer plug life.
#2 is Pentane mix for fact warm lip,
#3 is anti-knock

mix to resist all 19n,.19..
#4 is AIWA('to 'control "high speed knixk."

#5 is Butane for quick starts.
#6 is "cat-craeked" gasoline -for power.
#7k "anti- iceirr'- added in(lild wr.ithet.
NS is gum presentive For clean c arburetors,
#ts pligurmalc-fag *nue mileage.
shell, Itt s

1."1. it "et) "'h
.19...a. .1. av• ...11•‘ii•

icativit are working to ma1:r your crif
WAAL...L.1p. ILL'

o nil helirr.
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FARM BUREAU].1.
tgeg
aehtnd a I2-hit
ied a grand slam
lite and four hits
arI Francis suit
the Pirates.

PAGE THREE

Farm Burt
ompany. Some ot
it may have been covered by I
policies with the Federal Crop I
Insurance Corporation.

tti

J KNOW

1144.104.4.

is International
r I debt, includd interest, still
4 States amounts '!".'t
$19 billion.
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UNHUACIUID---Tho Cuban C-47 ",Aerovitss Q" airliner Which some Castro haters tried to
hijack on a flight to the Isle Of Pines Is shown on a sugar plantation some 30 miles
South Of Havana, when the co-pilot ditched during a gun battle in which three persons.
including the pilot, were killed, six wounded. The would-be hijackers got away, all but
-N the one who was killed. A soldier guard also was killed.
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Photo
ippdiagram shows the cable ear route. The tragedy hapLene
pd over glades on slope of the Algullle du Midi (right).
•
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.
"
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IF YOU HAVEN'T already made
plans to attend t h e Kentucky I
State Fair on Farm Bureau-RECL ;
Day, September 12, you should I
check with your county Farm j
Bureau to see if they are arrangWay Fine-lerkese
ing special buses or other transv ,
portation tio.-thr'-ifairgroui)ds in
HAILSTONES HAVE SENT
Louisville. There'll be prizes,• rurFARMERS TO- IN-SU-RANCE
al gospel quartet competition, the
COMPANY. OR THE BANK
SticetibP-Of RECC's beauty queen,
Sy LARRY MAY
prii.
s livestock judging, 4-H an.
In , his never-ending battle to FFA exhibits and the colorfu,
raise a crop, one opponent faced midway at this year's "all-new.
by a-farmer l's the hailstorm: This old 4.ashioned fair."
year hailstones struck a devaStating blow, delivering a knockdown
if not a knockout punch to mgn.)
,
tobacco I ar mers and severely
damaging other less easily damaged crops. Farmers were staggered financially and sent reeling
to their insurance company or to
their bank.
Until (ho million dol'ar hailstorm hit on Augast. 18.. JflCS
totaling $138,363 had been filed
with the Kentucky_ Farm- Bureau
Insurance Company. A 1 1 .losses
were on tobacco. The storm swelled that to $270,136, and more
chfims are probably yet to be
filed, bringing the insurance covered loss of that storm to titan
$132,000.
.
Bob Lee, crop hail claims supeseisor for .the company, says,
"We're only about two - thirds
through the hail season. The itobacco crop is late this year and
much of it-may not be housed
before late in September."
Premiums paid for , crop hail
insurance amounted' to $453,000
this year, mostly for tobacco, alBELGRADE HUDDLE--Indone.
though a few policies were writpia's President Achmed Suten to cover strawberries: tomakarno and Yugoslavia's PresIdles and wheat. None of the corn,
sident Tito embrace In Beldamaged to the tune of an estigrade, where Sukarno went
mated 5200,000 in the Shelby and
for the meeting of 24 unHenry county storm, was covered
aligned nations.
by crop hail insurance with the

SUPPLIES
All-Steel Desks
How would you prefer to hear your company described: Light
and Bright — or Dim and Dull? A bright pleasing office costs
no more than a dull one. Come in today and see the complete
line of office furniture.

New Office Chairs
Here's one way to keep an office girl happy. get her a new
comfortable posture chair. Many colors and styles to choose
from, and while here pick an executive chair to match for the
boss.

Dictation Made Easv
Yes sir, the new Cole Dictafer makes dictating easy and simple.
Use this power house in the office with push button ease. Fully
equipped.

Two of the four-seat cars
prior to trazedy. They are
supported by main cable
at top. The loner cable
pull, them. Tide was the
one broken by the place.
The break ranged some
'Trapped cars (In circle). dangle helplessly from main cable. ' ears to untrack and plunge,.
"
••
6 KILLED, Si SURVIVORS is the toll near Chamonix, Prance, where a French air force plane
sliced through a cable, stranding a chain of cable cars high over a Mont Blanc region
glacier and plunging three cars some 500 feet to a glacial snow field below. Rescuers
tolled throughout a night to save the trapped passengers. The photo diagram and the
closeup photo of the cable cars are copyrighted by the National Geogiaphic Magazine,

Filing Cabinets
Don't struggle with that old filing cabinet, let us install new
all steel suspension cabinets now. Two, three or four drawer
in harmonizing colors.

Big Savings Clean-Up

Adding Machines
Hand operated adding machines are becoming as obsolet• as

`onirsedans and
• wagons in'61's
year-end

the Model T Ford. Trade yours in now on an all electric adder
with

_
Trade Parade' fo Rambler
Rassbier American (U eons .1•1)oor .cogion

rragMl

direct subtraction. Prices start at

$129.50.
SPACEMAN LAUNCHED ON EAST RERUN VISIT-Soviet cosmo,rout Maj. Gherman Titov reaches for a bouquet in East Ber; lin as he rides with East German Communist leader Walter
Ulbricht (standing, right). The latter welcomed Titov at
;the airport with praise for his space flight, calling it evittlencc that "Communism will triumph fu thc entire world."

Electric Typewriters
4111
Now you can buy an ELECTRIC OFFICE TYPEWRITER at
Manual prices. Yes, the Smith -Corona 200 is 5 years ahead of
other typewriters. You will have to see it to believe. Just call
PL 3-1916 for a Free Demonstration.

lueit
Is.

Card File Systems

A

ries.
lifer'at to

We have the most complete card filing systems available. Visible
card files or card filing drawers, all at the Ledger and Times

7112nt

ogcr.

multiplication and

Office Supply Store.

•

reg.

Office Waste Baskets

lb le

can't
'ul—
!ml-

PeR•bler

Pner,
won 1 u Doom

I be.
lay's
turn

2-I)oor

Slai411

And Still They're

kinIng

RAMBLER'S TRADE PARADE
las

C J ^

I

164,163 Cherralst.
Ford. Plynoseth
13.114 lett.
Owners
Olds. Pontiac
norcury.
Drain. Dodge
Owners
1,540 Cadillac.
Chrysler, tactile
Oiler

NAAI•ter.•

teronhea by a 4.1.As
1116•111.0•11.1,31., ce.iu•

Waste baskets of all sizes, all colors, round or square. Come by

. ,• •
NOW BUY AND SAVE-while we've
got 'em! Join-lhe TRADE PARADE to
'61 Ramblers—your opportunity for
big year-end values! Get your uagon,
sedan Or convertible w6c the choice is
high, wide, and handsome—and %sell
allow you top dollar for your car.
Come in—join thc TRADE PARADE.
Rambler Americans, Rambler Classics,
and Ambassador V-8's—scdans, wagons,
convertibles—arc waiting td save
honest dollars if you act now!

today.

Call Us For Typewriter Repairs
COMPLETE ADDING MACHINE AND TYPEWRITER SERVICE . ..
all makes and models! Fast, dependable service! Phone

PL 3-1916.

AMERICA'S LOWEST PRICE!
0111A,111,

AS LOW AS

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT

PER MONTH
—71Ilit $
4036*
1•11.1.1•1 APSi,Ia 1144.T. 7 Moor IMP. UMW,
11•8110/thrtiri I mote
lerfilev 40411.1111/Iirta1540
permoil
Merl% rnotrw,r"Memel r

fah.st Imps p..d Optawul evaaataal traInftedafiedi

dorm

deo sad WM tale. 4 Mt aft

FABLER ..World Standard of.Compact Car.Excellence

.1.1111116

*11 S°. 12th

Hatcher Auto Sales, Inc. mwray. Ky.

FALLOW' SHELTER LIVING—Mrs. James H. Birdsong reaches
up to kiss daughter Beth, 3, goodby just before abutting hersed In the underground fallout shelter In the back yard of
,tha family& Rome, Ga . home for a week of living under
survival conditions. Tha others are daughter Dlapna, 2,
—\son_JInuity, 5, ancliker_huabtuld.

Ledger & Times
GREENE O. W ILSON, Manager
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SAUCIER IN TIMES —

KKINTUUKT

.—
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

4

PLaza 3-4947

,

8th Street, at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. Allen
Friday. September 8
. Russell will be the cohostess.
. The North Murray Homeinakers
•
•
_
Club will meet at the home of
Group III of the CWF -of thi Mrs. ,Commodore Jones at 1:30
Moitehiy, September 4
- -eh:nett will meet 111 the liftTe First Christian Church will men pm:The Calloway Count,' Country, thaPel of the church at 10 a.m. with Mrs. Clegg Austin at 8 p.m. The Murray Woman's Club will
•••
Club will have a picnic at tlfe The executive board will meet in
have a dinner meeting at the club
club at 6 p.m. Reservations May the church parlor at 1130
Group W of thr CWF of the house at 6:30 p.m. Mrs. C. B.
be made at the _club t'xise this
• •••
First Christian Church will meet Morgan, state woman's club chairweek.
The Annie Armstrong Circle cif in the church parlor at 9:30 a.m. man, will be the guest speaker.
.
•• e/e/
•
•- • • •
.4 • • •
the WMS of the First Baptist
The Lottie Moon and Kathleen Church will meet at the home of
Temple Hill chapter No. 511 '
Monday, September 11
Jones *Circles,cit the WMS of the Mrs. Earl Tucker at 7:30 p.m.
Order of the Eastern Star will
The WMS of the First Baptist
•
First Baptist Church will not meet,
hold its regular meeting at the Church will observe the week of
but will meet with the general
Groups I and 11 of the CWF rf Lodge Hall at 7:30 p.m. All stern. prayer
for state missions at the
group'On third Tuesday evening at the First Christian Church will
the church.
meet at the church at 10 a.m. for
• ••
a study of the book of Ephesians
by Rev. Howard Nichols. Each one
Tuesday, September 5
is to bring a sack lunch. All womThe Woman's Society of Christen of the church are Invited to
lan015ervice -10- the First Methodist attend.
• •• •
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
the College Presbyterian Church,
will meet with Miss Marion Crawford at Lynn Grove at 2 p.m. Mrs,
Carrie Crawford will have The
Bible study.
.• e • •
Murray Assembly No, 19 Order
of the Rainbow Jur.Girls will hold
its regular meeting at the Masonic
Hall at 7 p.m. There Will be an

church at 3 p.m. with a state missionary as speaker. Other meetings
will be held at 3 p.m. throughout
the week with a .arnissionary as
speaker on Thurscay.
•••
The Woman's Association of the
College Presbyterian Church will
meei at the home of Mrs. A. H.
Kopperud with Mrs. Jesse Johnson as cohostess at 8 p.m.

Social Calendar

*

NONALIGNED NATIONS IRKED IT RUSSIA-President Carnal
.Abdel Nasser (left) of the Urited Arab Republic leaves the
conference of the nonaligned countries in Belgrade, Yugoslavia, with King Hassan of Morocco and their host. President Tito (right). Nasser denounced the Soviet Union's decie.
non to resume macitau• testing and urged a-summit conference.

get

S.

*

- NOTICE -

Times is always pleased to run piciurts of
neg4 brides or wedding pictures.
Your cooperation Is requested in
getting pictures in as seen as
possible so that they can be published while they are still news.
The Ledger and Times is- Cornpletety equipped to handle any
and all cuts or mats. Just give US
the picture and we can take cars
of all necessary technical aspects
to get the picture in the paper.
The Ledgar and

HOME MOM MillaCA-0. Mennen Williams holds a tribe,
stand of justice and a presto
for his wife as he kisses he
In Washington. The Undersecretary of State for African
Affairs was presented with Use
souvenir during his visit to
eight territories and two nations on the Dark Continent.

* ENDS TONITE *
James Stewart In
"TWO RODE
TOGETHER"
in COLOR
WED. & THURS.

WILLIAM FAULKNER',

SANCTUARY;

'
lee
The Grace W)att Circle of the
College Presbyterian Church will
meet at the church at 9:30 a.m.
.vith Mrs. Alfred Lindsey as hostess. Mrs. Guy Battle will haic
the Bible study.
-

Tabfb

• *

Ey JOAN O'SULLIVAN
•TARLE tail( is aThig topic
I with a bride for. first thing.
rib* wants to entertain and
show off her new borne.
its no wonder the choice
of tablewares and the selection of silver, stainless and
china patterns is st.ch an
Important part at getting
"st-

SEPTEMBER laJILL

TUESDAY
bers are urged to be present for
the election of officers.
•.
The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
a Couples' politick snip= at the
City Park at 6 pen. Hostesses will
be Mesdames Len v el Yates,
Humphrey Key, T. C. Emerson
Ill, Harold Douglas, cerney Hendon, and John Hudson,
•• •

Cesimeeie Queries
What's What? %Mich Is
Betrkiorn Sterltat
ICE SFCKFT serves as candle-flower holder at bride's
preferable?
These-are ecemnonle asked chnner-for-tour Labia set wult her prised sterling flatware. ,k
questions. says a bridal consultant. The answers depend
Because sterling saver, fire the years, adding ever, china
on the budget and the actual chma; crystal goblets and a
and crystal pieces with birth-.
reeds of Um tables in a brwle's linen tablecloth are the requi- days.
anruveisarleS and at
sites for a gracious table, the Christmas.
Bride's Table
use bride tr.es to start out
In
In general. a bride's tare with at least four place set- bride the meantime, the wise
fills out settings by actends tuivaid a teosome (the tings of sterling and china,
quiring a set of ailverplate
bride and her husband). a at least four co-ordusated gob- and
foursnms Ithe happy couple lets and ono elegant white chinaainset of budget -priced
patterns as close as
and in-laws) and "a crowd" linen cloth
possible to those of the star(their friends).
The idea ls to burai up over Lag and fine china.
If the selections are eare.
fully made, the best and the
everyday tabie.eares can be
used together harmoniously.
Casual Eater slag
For extensive and more
casual entertaining, • bride
can rely exclusively on silver.
plate, a set of earthenware.
glass tumblers or earthenware
mugs and a colorful cotton
cloth. These will set her table
for eight at a sit-down meai.
or as many as 16 at a buffetThe latter trick's turned by
using regular plates and forks
for the men, smaller salad
plates arid forks for women.Popular Newcomers
'What about stainless flatware and inelettere dinner.
ware?
They're winning popularity,
with young moderns because
of their contemporary beauty'
and carefree quality.
Whatever her choice, the
bride can set a pretty table
with her new things if alte
arranges them tastefully and
°yield:wren
creates a gay and imagmetive
In.nER-8F-TTIE-V.(1.LTY deck (ray-set table for two-the
floral grouping to be a ceater
hesdqaud groom. k latit area stainless, plates ere raelaraine. of interesL
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The Kirksey PTA will serve the
District Farm Bureau at the lunch
room at 630 p.m. Each one is
asked to bring food including
meat, vegetables, salad, and pie.
.•.•
Wednesday. September 6
The Woman's Society of Christian Service of the Temple Hill
MethodLst Church will meet at
7 p.m. at the church for a pot1
_supper-Miss_
Deaconesa from Gleas.'n, Term.,
will be the guest speaker. The
public is invited.
• • ••

Tele
Drake
...sad
, her
Creole
lover.
Gad)!

The Ladies Day luncheon will
be served at noon at the Calloway
County 'Country Club with Mts.
Wells Purdom as chairman. For
bridge reservations yell Mrs. Don
Robinson or Mrs. Matt Sparkman.
• •• •
Thursday, September 7
The Town and Country Homemakers- -Club will meet at the
iom"e of Mrs. Joe Sims, South

-

RACK.

•
PARIS LAYS no LAW DOWN-Fel and winter fashions are shown in Parts with a hint of
what is in store for style-conscious women. A "little" suit In black-flecked gold tweed
(left) was designed by Jules Grahay for Nina Ricci. It has a hipbone jacket with short,
elightly-gathered skirt Lanvin-Castillo pulls a reverse switch (center I by closing a
honey beige cashmere wool coat in the back, where It breaks into a flaring rape. Mani
Bohan of Christian Dior uses silver to pale green to gold beaded fringe (right) fur a
dramatic evening sheath with sound effects.
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Miss Judy Kelso
1Completes 4-11
Breakfast Project
Miss Judy Kelso of Lynn Grove
Miss

SAFE

prepared and served breakfast to
•sts in her-home on Monday of
this-v.40c. The breakfast marked
:nc cenipletion of her 4-11 breakfast project.
Attending were Barbara NMI.Cathy Harris, Jean Poll
Luna Kelso, Janey Kelso. Johnn
Kelso and her leader, Mr.. GI,
_
Kelso.

SIMPLE

EGON0311C L

WITILEIEGTRONIC BOOKKEEPING
WITH FREE FULLY PERSONALIZED CHUM
WITH LUTON IDENTIFICATION CARDS
WITH TIME AND TEMPERATURE FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
WITH THE MOST, FOR YOU, OUR CUSTOMERS

apple,

FIRS11

-

By CHECK

THESE SERVICES ARE FOR YOU AND

YOUR

FRIENDS . . • •

CHECKING ACCOUNTS

F.H.A. LOANS

COLLECTIONS

BANKING BY MAIL

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT

TRAVELERS CHEQUES

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

REAL ESTATE LOANS

FOREIGN EXCHANGE

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

HOME IMPROVEMENT LOANS

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES

CASHIERS CHECKS

AUTOMOBILE LOANS

NIGHT DEPOSITORY

•

BANK MONEY ORDERS

IU.MI.iIll.R:WE AUAYS HAVE 'TIME' FOR YOU

Fran,

an

Earthenware

141:RVICE- •R FIGHT tyrres ten for buffet simper Ilis man-aired dinner plates and her
'wine
ized baled plates are set- UR spice-uolored fingertip Luvocla against. denim cloth.

•
mI STYLE COTIVE-Contrar(ing
fort blend in thie coat by
.V.rnes Terence Brady cf New
York. The designer framed
eream-eolored sheared beaver
; with peefel mink at the cotlas sad the flaring skixt.j
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PAGE FIVE

FOR RENT
WEEKLY BASIS, Daytona Beach,
Florida. Two bed-room furnished
lime. One half block from ocean
beach. Phone PL 3-2731.
1-e-C

r

[FOR SALE or TRADE

FOR SALE

I

1----1
4410TICE

YOUR IBURRAY-CALLOINAY COLIAITY

I AFIRCA-G. tions holds a tribe,
lice and • preset
as be kisses he
Iola The UnderState for African
presented with the
iring his visit to
ales and two net Dark Continent

I.

BUSINESS
• DIRECTORY
ADDING MACHINES
AND TYPEWRITERS

S

TONITE

*

s Stewart In
wo RODE

OFFICE SUPPLIES

PL 3-1918 BY- OWNER, T W 0 BEDROOM
brick, utility, breeze-way, garage,
Sal's a Beryl°,
cedar - lined closets, plastered
Liseger & Times
PL 34916
throughout, fire place, air conPAINT STORES
ditioned, electric heat, 11 blocks
PL 3-3080 iif college. Lot 150x86. PL 3-2611,
Tidwell Paint Stare
DRUG STORES
PL 3-3293. 1705 Miller Avenue.
Scott Drugs ..
PL 3-2547
s6c

PRINTING

COLOR

INSURANCE

& THURS.

McGREGOR TOURNEY GOLF
clubs. Complete set and bag. Three
weeks old. Call'PL 3-4595. 1961
made!.
55p

Ledger & Times

)GETH ER"
n

2-1 INCH SILVERTONE Television .18,AKE yOUR PLANS NOW TO
and antenna. Iti excellent condi., kindle th c holiday spirit 'with
We 508 Pine Street. Franklin holiday stationery from The Ledgs4p er. ilk Times. Experience supplier
of Specially designed letterheadsk
SMITH-CORONA TYPEWRITER.
letters, club folders, envelopes,
Office model. Phone PL 3-3969.
calendars, blotters, greeting-cards.
s5p Quality work
Slised 4n outstanctBEEF. CORN FED. BY quarter ing original art and careful reor half. 60 lbs. to quarter. Call production. The Ledger & Times
PLaza 3-1916.
tf
HY 2-3516 after 6:00 p.m.
s5p

Ledger & Times

Frazee, Melugm & Holton
Gen, Insurance
PL 3-3415

aGOOD WORK MULE. 15 HAND
PL 3-1616 sdreell. Also 3-yr. old jersey cow.
Phone-06-3473.
s5p

RESTAURANTb
"Fresh Cat rah"

BOY'S BLACk KNIGHT 24!' bicycle. Good condition. Can be seen
at 401 N. Idth St. or phone PL 32275.
sane

TYPEWRITER RENTAL
AND SERVICE

B'FLAT CLARINET, IN GOOD
condition. Phone PL 3-4463.
Ite

AM FAULKNER*

LaiDI ES READY TO WEAR

[CURRY

Littletons

tbe

SERVICE STATIONS
Walston -Young Tex.

Prise
Winner
.. the
Sto
eli 4'

Tent •

1956 INTERNATIONAL CARRYall, three seats, 9-passenger, ready
to roll. Larnpkins Motor Sales,
PL 3-4913.
1 le

PL 3-2810

aedger & I ones

it 3-1916

SCHOOL TIME IS HERE AGAIN
11 OBSERVE TRAFFIC LAWS!!

Drake
...sad
, her
Creole

.4.1ELP WAN1ED

Hog Market

EXPERIENCED SERVICE MAN
that can tune up cars. Also high
school or hollege hey to work
I WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE weekends and nights. Apply in
for the actions, debts or contracts person. Johnson's Sinclair, at Five
Federal - State Market News
for anyone other than myself from Points. PL 3-9189.
tic Service, Tuesday,
Sept.. 5, Kenthis date on. Carl C. Alexander,
PROJECTIONIST AT VARSITY tucky Puichase,Area Hog Market
Dexter, Ky.
sep
Theatre. Experience not necessary. Report including 8 buying staApply between 1 and 9 p.m. be- tions. Receipts Fri. Sat. totaled
SIGN UP FOR THE FISHING fore Sept.
1,421 head. Today barrow's and
10th.
s7c
derby_ at Gambles. Fishing tackle
gilt& steady ,25c lower. Mixed -U.S.
1/4
off. Entry cards available at
No. -1, 2 add 3 barrows and gilts
Help Wanted
Gambles.
200-250 lbs. $17.75-18.00; 255-270
'sec
lbs. $17.00- - 17.75; 180-195 lbs.
N.Y. MAIDS-TOP WAGES,
$16.75-17.75; 150-175 lbs. $13.50homes, tickets sent. Larges
17.25. No 2 and 3 sows 300-600
N.Y. agcy. Write Gem. 35 r.incoin,
lbs. $12.50-16.25. Boars all weights
Roslyn tits., N.Y.
He $8.50-10.50.
CARRIER BOY NOW FOR WELL
established Ledger & Times delivery route. Apply in persith at
Protect Children, Pets, Property with
Ledger & Times office.
tf

I

•

Male Help Wanted

O

131 IGO

a

I

INDUSTRIAL AND RESIDENTIAL USES
Homes, schools, teams courts, swimming pools.
athletic fields,
parks, cemeteries, water works. bulk oil plants,
transformers.
Substations, gas companies, airports

ELECTROLUX NEEDS MEN FOR
sales and service. Contact Ralph
E. Thomas, 218 West Water St.,
Mayfield, Ky. Phune CH 7-3071.
s7p

COMPLETELY INSTALLED

—JOE MIKE'S ORNAMENTAL IRON & FENCE

OF EANDL1JN
411..1.ft

with theirs? If this g's en It banged against rubber doorCHAPTER 27
EREMIAH EDGE iookeif mis- ' and gets around," he added, 'top. Whi:n the noise had
erable as he sat at the wheel savagely, "Silver Queen stock stopped, all was quiet.
No Jolly,
of a green sedan, just onUide will fall right out of the marNo Agathathe gates of the Silver Queen ket.'
• •.•
plant. Griseltia Vance looked
Rollison went into the room.
'The fall had already begun. The red footprints conveyed so
lees troubled than Edge; and
The stock market close much to him that it seemed as
ubtlese she had reason to.
Ftolliaon opened the door next showed Silver Queen 10s. Or- if the hall itself were as much
dinary shares, which had been an inferno as the lipstir'
, mixher.
up to 35s. 6d., down by 64. It ing room had been at Wembley.
"May I get in?"
was commonplace. But the He saw no sign of red on' the
of course," said Griselda, evening ne%spapers cattier] a
:
carpet in the hall, lie
and moved towards a corner. story that wa.sn't. A small par- Persian
saw none on the plain biscuit"Give you a lift anywhere?" agraph read:
colored carpet in the rest of
asked Edge, in a glum voice,
in the past three days, clientand then went on: "Of course Ists in the North London area the flat
The big room was empty. r
not, you'll have your owe car. knee been consulted by several
.the biggest head- attractive girls for sceere wetOh, hell, It.
A chair was on its side. A
ache I'm ever likely to have tatters of the skin, offer using vase of sweet peas, beautiful
- rle's killing himself. just corrod- a certain brand of fare powder. that morning, lay on its aide,
Ong himself with hatred. He was The makers, when invited to with the water already soaked
always half crary, now he's comment, have so far refused Into the carpet making a large
gone right over the line." There to make a statement. It is un- dark patch; that must have
was defiance in Edge's gaze aa derstood that storks of the pow- happened some time ago. The
he looked round at Griselda. "In der hot', beets widely dis- drawers of the desk were open,
spite of what you think," he tributed.
and papers strewed the floor.
• • •
added abruptly.
The cocktail eatilaaLwas open,
•
Two sleek cars, each of the too, and the bottles had been
"Lone Wolf Vance. 'This La
my battle and only I fight IC- luxury class. V. eze parked In taken out; several of there were
that the general idea?" asked Gresham Terrace, a wide, short on the floor.
road and tall terraced houses,
Roth son.
Rollison felt choked.
drably grey_ except titre and
He Wined round towards the
.„. "Yea."
IP "Jerry," said Griseldn, "it's there where owners had had kitchen and the bedrooms. The
spare room was empty, and the
easy to forget what he's been them decorated recently.
Rollienn glanced up at a win- bed wasn't made. There was a
through. After yesterday--"
dusting of powder on the dress"He's suffering because he's dow of his flat.
It was open a little at the ing table, and a faint perfume
deliberately refused to look at
in the air. The girl's clothes
the facts." said Edge. "If he'd top; normal enough.
He Wowed down, lame yards were gone.
admitted the truth Owlet Jimmy
tie went out of the room, into
being a throwback, he'd never before lie reached tile ' street
have been hurt like he is. Now, fiCPUT of the -flat. Ile was more the kitchen - and stopped
he's turning on everyone. lit ern- worried than he liked to admit, abruptly.
The shock was greater than
one. He seems to have a hate and couldn't really give a reaany he had ever known; he had
complex against all of us who son.
•were with him in the earlyflayr. Ebbutt hadn't arrived; at half expected, half feared someRemember me, the promising least, he hadn't come In his own thing like this, but in the realoffice boy? And Adam, his car, a bright and shiny T-model ity it WWI appalling.
Jolly lay on the floor by the
right-hand man as ideas mer- Ford. There was no waiting
chant. And you- Gnselda, I tell taxi, either. Elibutt Jhould have sink.
half-an-hour
ago.
here
Had
been
His head was battered.
you
has gone crazy:"-,
After Rollison had done every"Tell you what," said Rolli- he come, and nin isatti_trouhle?
"Don't be a fool," he sail to thing he could for Jolly, he went
sonS"leta have a council of war
about it. My flat, after dinner himself. "Agathe ran out on from room to room and he savr
tonight. That'll give us time to Jolly, and he followed her. It nothing which he had missed on
the first search.
think about things. How's the isn't a -- -"
tie did not know whether
loyalty of the Works Manager,
He stopped abeirptty.
‘
,Jamrson 7" •
On the ere area fiber ilonrrnat Jolly would live or die, but the
were savage, and there
wounds
Edge said: "Oh, he's loyal!" thgre,steis a large red mark, the
"If you're asking whet her kind of smear that a man might had been a lot of bleeding. His
Jameson wants to tell the police ruseke if he were wiping his feet pulse was very faint: but he.
what's happening at the factory, of something sticky. and had was alive, and the best surgeon
In the country would soon ophe does," said Griselda. "We red powder
shoes.
could- rely on him.",
Rall,son looked along the erate.
Rallierm had telephoned Griee;
"Spy in the camp, powelbly." narrow hall.
' said Rollinon. "I suggest we
ft was net very light in here, and an ambulance was on its
invite him, too. Nine o'clock, but he saw a tinge of reit on war.
Now he was alone.
ellen we say, at 22G, Gresham the pale carpet. lie glanced op
wasn't the first time the
....'
L Terrace."
the stairs; on at least two treads
flat had been entered, nor the
IF "Right," meal Edge, and added there were red smears.
gloomily, "although I'm damned
He reached the top landing. first time that Jolly had teen
If I can wee what we'll be able outside his flat. On the stone hurt. but never as savagely' or
to .do abont it. Paul's the Rig in front of the door there was as dangerously as this.
Chief himself, owns sixty-five a sharper line of red probably
per cent of the. shares, that made by the edge of a shoe.
"They e on't dare let calha
stuff about iniffering sharehold- He took out his keys, making
eiicape mike." I:4010ton
ers pie won't %ash. Anil why no sound. and inserted the front reallreit. "If she'• ni,t dead,
should he worry *bend the work- doer key with agonizing slow.
his" to keep her away
ers' It he ii inquired to gamble ness, then turned it.
teem the police." Continue
with his own Money, Why not
He flung the door back, and the story here ,temorrow.
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37-Shfet
39-1.alior hard
41-Sun sod
42-Seener
yeast
44-Took one's
Part
45-Crafty
47-Den
49- W c ight nf
(whit (pl.)
• 1(1- Verve
52-Entreaty
54-Conjuricrloh
55-Tattere1
cloth
57-Path
59-Near
41 -Itevc1,. Pr
63-Nlar
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87-Pomne••1,•
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61-A continent
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CANCER VACCINE?-Dr,Serget de Carvalho, showr working in the Rand Development Corporatron's cancer
research laboratory In Cleveland, reports succe• tin treating cancer in animals with
serum, which may lead to a
vaccine against cancer and
now late/ leukemia.
—
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11-Hebrew
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JO-Above
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27-Possessisa
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29-Plumlike
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WANTED

Non-Climbablt

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Female

'For information call 'collect CH 7-3474 or CH
7-5651

lover.
Clod))

tIL
mmummoimmii.

BARGING RIGHT ALONG-First stage booster (and second stage of the big Saturn ro..ltet
Lead., clovti the Mississippi River on a Navy barge after making It from Hunts,i.le,
Ala, via the Tennessee River, The 82-foot booster is too big for rail or highway travel,
so Its going the 2,200 miles to Cape Canaveral, Fla., by water. The Saturn is our biggest

PL 3-44323

From

4'4"Nobel

South Side Restaurant

STALL ALLIS CHALMERS tractor, disc, plow, cultivator. Extra
clean. Larnpkins Motor Sales, PL
3-4913.
ltc
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AMISIE AN, SLATS
AN EXTRAORDINARY THING HAS
HAPPENED TO BECKY SCRAPPLE!
SHE IS ABLE TO READ THE
THOUGHTS OF OTHERS.' HERE AT
THE GREAT MEDICAL CENTER.
SHE WILL UNDERGO A SERIES
OF TESTS 'Ti) DETERMINE THE 'CAUSE-AND POSSIBLY THE CUREOF THIS AMAZING SENSITIVITY!

by Rankers Van Soren
THE NURSE WILL GIVE
YOU A SEDATIVE, MRS.
SCRAPPLE. I'LL BE
BY IN THE MORNING,'

HE DOESN'T KNOW WHAT \,
ID DO--• HE DOESN'T KNOW
WHERE TO BEGIN--

It
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Litnarn &
deaths than both Indiana.
which had 10. and Ohio, with IS.
T h e flolifiay 'weekend deaths
raised the state traffic toll for the
..ear so far to 453 - compared
to 495 through this date last year.

TTVF.R

munn AY. ErNTT'fIRY

was riding with Barrett. remained ,
- 1
in .ecritical- condition today at a,.
IsmitiVille hospital.
Vincent Jackson, a 10.year old.
Contintmscl from Page One
62
Detroit Negro boy, was killed.1 Census - Adult
ensus -Nurse'
16
Monday when a car in which he
Adult Beds
a total of nine persons were killed
65
and five of his relatives were
Patients admitted
on Kentucky roads and highways
1
The teat- reported traffic death riding ran off U.S. 23 two miles
during the three-day Labor Day of the weekend was David H. Bar- south of Lexington and overturn- - Patients dismissed
0
New Citizens
0
Holiday weekend.
rett, 21, Of Louisville, who was ed three times.
Fatiants odmittod from Friday II:00
Twd droWnings in Herrington killed late Monday when his moJackson;
Ahnie
Mrs.
His mother,
i.
a.
to
a.
S:00
Monday
m.
Lake brought the state holiday torcycle Went out of control at was hospitalized at Lexington.
Mrs. Walter Puke, Rt. 6; Mrs.
accidental death toll to 11.
Lonisville and struckl a parked
Five of the holiday victims were
Kentucky tipulated fewer traf- ear Janini H. Zdobylak, 16. who killed Sunday and two Saturday. Harold Anderson and baby girl.
Rt. 5: Mrs. Richard Booth and
Henry Ballinger, 58. of Somer- aby boy. Ht. 1. Lynn •Grove; Mrs.
set. was killed late Sunday when eorge Dunn. .R1. 1, Farmington;
his el-trier; the • highwa; -at- the James Washington Osborne:1M- 2.
junction of, U.S. 127 and Kentucky Hazel; Luther C. Collins, Rt. 4,
• Benton; Mrs. N. P. Paschall, Rt.
55 near Somerset.
Dennis McConathy, 5-year old 2; Tommy Dyer. Rt. 1. Kirksey:
Louisville boy, was killed Sunday ,Mrs. Charles Housden. Poplar; Miss
when he was struck by a car as Lthda Gail Overcast, Box 46. Hazel:
he ran:VT:toss a Louisville street Mrs. Harry Hansen. Rt. 4, Bentaster buying ice •crearn.
on: Mrs. Lacy Calhoun and baby
Nineteenlyear old Terry Davis. girl, Grand Rivers, Valerie Jo Conof Flatrock, was killed Sunday in ley. 302 East 14th Di., Benton:
SIT DOWN AUCTION AT PARIS
a two-car collision on U.S. 27 near Mrs. Maurice Watkins. Box 562;
Whitley City.
Michael Hamm. Rt. 4, Benton; Mrs.
LANDING INN ,
A twoscar collision took the life May Grubbs, Rt. 5: Miss Jackie
Danville,
of Leon Penman. 20.
Raye Herndon/ Rt. 3: Mrs. Hugh
who died of injuries suffered Sun- Edwards, Rt 2. Benton; Francis
day in an accident on U.S. 150 , A. Wilkerson. 503 Vine; Mrs. Altwo miles east of Danville
bert Martin, Gen. Del.; William
liaroler C. Honaker. 29, Millers- Ralph Allison, 304's South 11th :
burg. was killed Sunday when his Mrs. Buddy Windsor and baby girl.
car rani off Kentucky 36 one mile iRt. I. Lymf Grove; Pat Johnston.
MANY OF THEM WITH LAKE FRONTAGE
sisst of\ Carlisle.
1Rt. 1. Almo; Master Canny Dowdy.
One of the oldest traffic victims Rt. I. Almos, Mrs. James Ocken
ON BEAUTIFUL KENTUCKY LAKE
of the year was killed Saturday and baby boy. Rt. 1. Benton; Mrs.
night William Franklin Clark. 92. Robert Lasseter and baby boy,
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Shelley Mason Crass. 410 -North
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KENTUCKY'S BEAUTY- Michael Hamm, Rt. 4, Benton;
Mrs. Harry Hanson, Rt. 5..11enton;
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Miss Valerie Conley, 302 E. 14th.,
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'Telephonig
Talk,
by
D. K. JOHNSTON
Your Telephone Manager
Phone PLaza 3-9000

AUCTION SALE

AR SONG-School bells are ringing again and
SEPTEMBF
they .reminirme. of the unusual way students at the Glen
Ridge, N.J. High School use telephones. Members of the
Senior Class interview leaders in government, business,.
labor and finance by phone as-part of a course in Ameri-

:.7 Wednesday, Sept. 6 at 1:00 p:m.
Paris Landing, Tennessee

- SELLING 62 LOTS

can Economic History! The telephone interviews are conducted in the class by an extension from the school's
switchboard with an amplifier to allow students tu hear
the conversation!
• • •

WHITE BEAUTIES REUNITED-Violet (left) and_Licassa 18-yearold team, look out the barn door at St Michael's Abbey in
Farnborough, England. The horses had spent most of their
lives together on • farm in Kent out were finally sold.
Violet to a coal dealer and Lion to another farm When monks
at thesabisey heard how heartbroken the horses were to be
parted, they arranged to buy them for work on their farm.

TALK, TALK, TALK-A survey has brought oat the
startling information that the average man, in hi,s lifetime,
spends 8.760 hours telephoning-the .equivalent of one
full year! It didn't mention how much time was spent in
.getting co the phone when it rings. If it did, we're sure the
figures would persuade everyone ti; have phones in convenient locations-at home and autiukl...

TOTAL OF 240 ACRES SELLING •

CITIZENS FIDELITY BANK & TRUST CO.

• 4 •
SPEAKING OF
EXTENSIONS
isn't now a goosl,
time to go ahead
and install that
Princess Phone in
the bedroom?
Besides saving
time and steps, a
bedroom exten-

sion gives you a •
'wonderful -sense of security citi . nights when you're alone.
Just give us a call, and we'll install a Princess-in the
color of your choice-right away.
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TOBACCO ADVISORY
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WE CAN REPAIR

P•e.

Whats

AO..

42

s 36'

$10.98

48

x 45'

$14.98

SEWING
MACHINES

60

a 45 '

al 7.98

ILIA NAILS
tster11114 Alla COOT *mama

Soo

lobo•

- Machines - Vacuum
Cleaners - Notions - Patterns
SINGER SEWING SHOP
Pl. 3-::
1208 mail,
Center
Sewing
Stop
One
Your

Murray Lumber Co.
104 E. Maple Street

ONE

DRY

HOUR

SERVICE

CLEANING SPECIALS*

• GOOD FOR TUES WED. THURS •

SHIRTS - TROUSERS - MIXED OR BOTH

2for

3for

s1.00

$1.95

0

LOUISVILLE. Ky. 1.TI - The
irley tobacco advisory for Kensky and southern Indiana by
• i• U. S. Commerce Department
' father Bureau:
,
caring, conditions were only fair
: inday and this condition is ex-led to continue today through
• i•dnesclay.
According to agronomists at the
niversity of Kentucky. tobacco
Arms should he open during She
.0-time and closed at night to
• • the most benefit from this
either. hut tobacco up in the
irns should he examined closeIf the flyings are in high ease
si morning and do not dry out ring the day, attention should
e given to starting to prepare
.1 Nes so that some low fires may
'be started in the barn tonight or
Wednesday.
Prime leaves should have supplemental heat for proper curing.
In any ease to make sure that
yoti have as little trouble as possible in curing your burley tobacco don't cut it until it is fully
ripe.

We Have A Drop Station

At Murray Wlshy Washy - 207 So. 7th St.
S

0

•

-

RVI

•

SO MUCH FOR SO LITTLE. What is it that works for
you 24 hours a day, every day of the year, and never costs
you a penny extra? Your telephone! Talk abolit a bargain!
You can make as many local calls as you like-use your
phone for all it's worth-at no extra cost. Maintenance is
never a problem, either. Your telephone campany is ready
arOund-the-clock, arotind-the-year to keep your service
Lee Remick and Yves Montand -Iiir
"Sartetsinry,
a hit
iiesily.
and Tliiir.dify iii 1110 (soil

iii

\\'iIIit,ii

trouble-free.

GYM SHOES

PEACOCK
11131 CLEANERS TRUCKS
ARE COMINI1

TO

MURRAY
Peacock Run Cleaners will be in town, the week
of October 9- 14, to pick up your removable rugs
for expert cleaning!
lime 'to LT •4 %VIII be returned ill Iwo weeks-look
This pieh-.up 111141 -delivery •erv.Dui like new
iri• is absolutely free!
. •
equipment lit 1111 Oil
. 411i
4..11111;111
le/ration wort: - will give 54411 11
1111111V-V14144*
elf,

,./111 4 1
;i11-too-W:11r C;11141.1111;,/

Men's Size 6 to 12
White, Arch Cushion
Nat. Adv. Brand
ONLY

$399

1114114.1 -l4,”-
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Peacock Prices:.
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Peaccock Features:
•
• II% 4'IIIW
• \I '.l

• !•;.,,re stnriluv
• Nt.w PiliviiiNg •

Basketball, in white, also

mail. loilay!

black and white. Arch
III

11 to Men's 12.

fly l?'
Is, \ I'',
Carpeting:

•
Isitifig
-111 Iltftvestvits

cushion! Boy's size

ONLY

$399

COMPLETE STOCK - NEW CARPET & RUGS
•

Infcrmation Upon Request
• ssiii Tit !••
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0.
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PEACOCK RUG CLEANERS

Please Have Your Men Call at My Home.
I Ain Iiili•r.•-tod Itt
oti
! 4'14.4411 4•1 1.

TEAMSTER REBEL - Patrick
Pace, 40, looks confident in
Cleveland after launching, a
rebellion in the Teamsters
Union. He is an owner-operator who has been a member
of the union for 10 years.
He called upon owner-operators to secede, and Invited',
,other dissatisfied members'
to Join Uis movement.

remits:tilde roes lel In.
114•11%1.1•1.11 hack I•i
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free: --nate
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- NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR ONE HOUR SERVICE --

On The Square

•

-Re Proud of Your Rugs
Memphis, Tenn.
836 Vance Avenue

*•BOX STORAGE *

ONE HOUR
MARTINIZING
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SHOE STORE
GLENN C. WOODEN, OP/ME
MOM NM MIK ME NMI NMI MEI awls Mil =II Mg

510 West Main

